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Anion photoelectron spectroscopy (PES) has become one of the most versatile techniques in chemical physics.
This article briefly reviews the history of anion PES and some of its applications. It describes efforts to
improve the resolution of this technique, including anion zero electron kinetic energy (ZEKE) and the recently
developed method of slow electron velocity-map imaging (SEVI). Applications of SEVI to studies of vibronic
coupling in open-shell systems and the spectroscopy of prereactive van der Waals complexes are then discussed.
I. Introduction
Since its first implementation in 1967,1 anion photoelectron
spectroscopy (PES) has evolved into a highly versatile technique
capable of addressing fundamental problems in spectroscopy
and chemical dynamics. In PES, outlined schematically in Figure
1, mass selected negative ions are photodetached with a fixedfrequency light source, typically a pulsed or intense cw laser,
and the resulting kinetic energy and angular distribution of the
ejected photoelectrons are measured:
hν

ABC- 98 ABC + e-

(1)

The neutral species ABC can be any species with a positive
electron affinity, including some closed shell molecules and most
free radicals. The PE spectrum then yields the electron affinity
of ABC, the energetics of those excited electronic states that
are accessible at the photodetachment energy, and, in favorable
cases, vibrational frequencies for the active vibrational modes
in each observed electronic state. The intensity progressions in
these modes probe changes in geometry between the anion and
neutral electronic states.
Since the anions are mass-selected prior to photodetachment,
anion PES has proved extremely useful in elucidating energetic
and spectroscopic trends in studies of size-selected clusters,
where, for example, it can be used to probe the electronic states
of a neutral metal cluster as a function of the number of
constituent atoms, mapping out the evolution of electronic
structure from the atomic to bulk limits.2-8 Alternatively, one
can study the energetic and spectroscopic effects of stepwise
solvation of anions ranging from atomic halides to biomolecules,9-12
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and the solvation of electrons by water,13-15 ammonia,16,17 and
other solvent molecules.18,19 The species ABC does not have to
be a stable species at all and, in fact, can be a transition state
for a bimolecular or unimolecular chemical reaction. In such a
case PES provides a means of carrying out “transition state
spectroscopy”, yielding vibrational levels of this elusive species,
which is of central importance to much of chemistry.20,21 Finally,
the anion can have multiple negative charges, enabling gas phase
studies of the multiply charged anions that play a key role in
aqueous solution chemistry.22
A key factor in the versatility of anion PES is its relative
simplicity; the information described above can generally be
obtained at a single or at most a small number of detachment
wavelengths. Hence, the photoelectron spectrum of any negative
ion can, in principle, be measured with a reasonably simple laser
system. However, this simplicity comes at a cost in energy
resolution, which is determined not by the light source but the
method used to analyze the electron kinetic energy distribution.
This resolution is typically limited to 5-10 meV and can be
much poorer. At this level of resolution, one can resolve
vibrational and electronic fine structure in small molecules with
a relatively sparse manifold of vibrational levels, but in species
such as metal or semiconductor clusters, where there are
typically numerous low-frequency vibrational modes, vibrational
structure can be resolved only in favorable cases. When only
electronic structure is resolved in cluster photoelectron spectra,
one can infer structural information through comparison with
electronic structure calculations, but there is considerably more
ambiguity in the interpretation of the spectrum.
These considerations have driven efforts to develop photodetachment experiments that offer better resolution than PES
while retaining as much of its flexibility and versatility as
possible. One such method is anion zero electron kinetic energy
(ZEKE) spectroscopy,23 based on the analogous method developed for neutral species in the mid 1980s.24,25 In anion ZEKE
spectroscopy, as indicated in Figure 1, anions are detached with
a tunable laser, and only those electrons produced with nearly
zero kinetic energy are detected. Anion ZEKE indeed offers
energy resolution as high as 0.1-0.2 meV, considerably better
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than PES, and has been used to study small molecular species,
clusters, and one transition state.26 However, as discussed in
the following section, it is experimentally quite challenging.
Moreover, owing to the fundamental physics of negative ion
photodetachment,27 it is applicable only to a relatively small
subset of negative ions.
Recently, we have developed a somewhat different approach
to this problem based on a photoelectron imaging technique,
slow electron velocity-map imaging (SEVI),28 which offers
photoelectron energy resolution comparable to that of anion
ZEKE while retaining much of the versatility of PES. In SEVI,
as indicated in Figure 1, one collects photoelectrons over a
relatively narrow energy range at a discrete number of detachment wavelengths. In this sense, it is a hybrid between PES,
where all electrons produced at a single wavelength are detected,
and ZEKE, in which only near-zero energy electrons are detected
as a function of a continuously tunable photodetachment
wavelength. In SEVI, one essentially obtains a series of high
resolution photoelectron spectra, each over a restricted energy
range (typically 50-100 meV), that can be pieced together to
generate a complete spectrum. In the relatively short time that
has elapsed since SEVI was first introduced, it has been applied
to a series of free radicals, clusters, prereactive van der Waals
complexes, and reaction transition states.
In the following sections, the experimental principles and
methodologies underlying anion PES, ZEKE, and SEVI are
reviewed in more detail, with particular focus on the implementation and capabilities of SEVI. Several published and
preliminary SEVI spectra are presented to illustrate its versatility
and potential.
II. Review of Experimental Methods
A. Brief Review of Anion Photoelectron Spectroscopy.
Anion photoelectron spectroscopy has its roots in the photoelectron spectroscopy of neutral species,29,30 which was originally done using the vacuum ultraviolet light from discharge
lamps or synchrotrons. Nearly all the electron energy analysis
schemes used in anion experiments are adapted from methods
developed for neutrals. In experiments on negative ions, target
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Figure 1. Comparison of anion photoelectron spectroscopy (left), zero
electron kinetic energy (ZEKE) spectroscopy (center), and slow electron
velocity-map imaging (SEVI, right).

number densities are typically less than 106/cm3, many orders
of magnitude lower than in experiments on neutral gas phase
species. On the other hand, most anions can be photodetached
at photon energies of 5 eV or less, allowing one to use intense
visible or ultraviolet lasers that compensate for the lower target
densities.
Anion photoelectron spectroscopy experiments were originally performed using a intracavity, cw Ar ion lasers to
photodetach the ions and a hemispherical energy analyzer to
determine the electron kinetic energy distribution.1,31-33 This
technology was perfected over many years in the laboratories
of Lineberger,34,35 Hotop,36 and others,37-39 yielding an electron
kinetic energy (eKE) resolution as high as 5 meV. This
experimental configuration is very versatile and can be combined
with ion sources such as hot discharges, sputter sources, and
flowing afterglows, enabling studies of a wide variety of
negative ions. Indeed, far more small molecule electron affinities
have been determined using this methodology than any other.40
Its primary limitation is the maximum photon energy that can
be reached with an intracavity Ar+ laser, which is determined
by the available transitions in the lasing medium; as of yet, 3.5
eV is the maximum photon energy at which PE spectra have
been obtained with this configuration.41
In these experiments, the photoelectron angular distribution
(PAD) can also be determined at each eKE by measuring the
photoelectron intensity as a function of the angle θ between
the electric field vector of the laser and the detection axis of
the hemispherical analyzer. For single-photon detachment,42 the
PAD is given by

I(θ) )

σ
(1 + βP2(cos θ))
4π

(2)

where σ is the photodetachment cross section and β, the
anisotropy parameter, varies from -1 to 2. The PAD and
anisotropy parameter reflect the coherent superposition of partial
waves of orbital angular momentum l produced by photodetachment. The anisotropy parameter is sensitive to the symmetry
of the atomic or molecular orbital from which detachment occurs
and to the final state produced by photodetachment.43 While it
is difficult to predict the value of β from first principles, its
measurement can disentangle overlapping electronic bands and
discern the presence of vibronic coupling between neutral
electronic states.
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In the 1980s, the development of pulsed ion sources and the
desire to extend anion photoelectron spectroscopy further into
the ultraviolet motivated a new generation of spectrometers
based on pulsed laser photodetachment.44 In these instruments,
the first example of which was demonstrated by Johnson and
co-workers,45 anions are mass-selected by time-of-flight (TOF),
ions of the desired mass are detached using a pulsed laser, and
the resulting photoelectrons are energy-analyzed in a second
TOF system. The anion sources typically involve pulsed
molecular beam valves coupled to an electron gun,46 an electric
discharge,47 or a laser-vaporization setup,3,48 depending on
whether gas phase or solid precursors are being used. The
photodetachment wavelength can be a harmonic of a Nd:YAG
laser, with harmonics up to the fifth harmonic (213 nm, 5.82
eV)49 easily accessible via nonlinear frequency-doubling and
mixing schemes, or an excimer laser wavelength which can be
as low as 157 nm (7.8 eV).50 Very recently, anion photoelectron
spectra have been reported using the ninth harmonic of a Nd:
YAG laser at 118 nm (10.8 eV).51
Both field-free and magnetic-bottle TOF analyzers have been
extensively used to analyze the electron kinetic energy distribution. In field-free TOF,45,49 photodetachment occurs in a
magnetically shielded region and a small fraction of the
photoelectrons are detected by a microchannel plate (MCP)
detector lying 50-100 cm from the interaction region. In a
magnetic bottle, an inhomogeneous magnetic field directs the
photoelectrons ejected over a wide angular range to a MCP
detector.52,53 The field-free arrangement offers lower collection
efficiency but higher resolution, as good as 5-10 meV. The
resolution of the magnetic bottle suffers from severe Doppler
broadening effects for ion beams in the keV range (a typical
value in a TOF mass spectrometer),54 but several laboratories
have achieved resolution in the 10-40 meV range by slowing
the ion beam or electrons in the laser interaction region.55-58
Another, more recent approach to anion photoelectron
spectroscopy, pioneered by Bordas,59,60 Sanov,61,62 and their coworkers, makes use of photoelectron velocity-map imaging to
detect and analyze the photoelectrons. These experiments build
upon the photofragment and photoelectron imaging studies first
carried out by Chandler63,64 and Helm,65 respectively, and the
discovery of velocity-map imaging (VMI) by Parker and coworkers,66 which greatly improved the energy resolution of both
photoion and photoelectron imaging, resulting in the widespread
use of both techniques in frequency and time-domain experiments.67-72
In anion photoelectron imaging, the ions are photodetached
in a DC field of several hundred V/cm and the electrons are
accelerated toward a MCP detector coupled to a phosphor
screen. The resulting image of the photoelectrons is recorded
by a CCD camera. The image is the projection of the
photoelectron three-dimensional velocity distribution onto a twodimensional plane; the original 3-D distribution can be recovered
using well-established methods, thus yielding the photoelectron
kinetic energy and angular distribution. Photoelectron imaging
offers high collection efficiency with a typical energy resolution
of 2-5%, although Cavanagh et al.73 have improved on this
considerably. In the usual mode of operation, where the DC
fields are high enough to collect all the photoelectrons, 2-5%
energy resolution is not very high, i.e., 20-50 meV for an
electron kinetic energy of 1 eV. However, as detailed later in
this section, the absolute energy resolution can be very high if
one focuses only on the slow electrons; this is the basis of SEVI.
B. Anion ZEKE Spectroscopy. Experiments on neutral
molecules by Schlag and Muller-Dethlefs24,25 in the 1980s
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showed that one could improve on the resolution of photoelectron spectroscopy dramatically using a new technique, zero
electron kinetic energy (ZEKE) spectroscopy. This work
motivated the development of the analogous anion experiment
in our laboratory23,26 and elsewhere.74-76 In anion ZEKE
spectroscopy, mass-selected anions are photodetached with a
tunable pulsed laser, and only those electrons with nearly zero
kinetic energy are collected as the laser is scanned. The near
ZEKE and higher energy electrons are allowed to separate
spatially for ∼200 ns after the laser pulse fires, after which a
weak pulsed electric field is applied to extract and detect the
slow electrons; selective detection of the ZEKE electrons is
achieved by a combination of spatial and temporal filtering.
ZEKE signal is seen when the laser passes through a
photodetachment threshold between an anion and neutral level.
Because only a very small range of kinetic energies (shaded
areas in Figure 1) is collected at each laser wavelength, many
small energy steps are required to record a full spectrum. The
energy resolution can be as high as 1 cm-1, but ZEKE spectra
of most molecular anions have features at least 8-10 cm-1 wide
owing to unresolved rotational structure.77
The physics of anion ZEKE are quite different than in neutral
ZEKE experiments, which are now understood to involve pulsed
field ionization of very high Rydberg states.78,79 The near-zero
energy electrons produced in the anion experiments are extremely sensitive to stray electric and magnetic fields, making
these experiments quite difficult. In addition to the experimental
difficulties, anion ZEKE spectroscopy is further complicated
by the Wigner threshold law80 which predicts the photodetachment cross-section σ to be

σ∝(hν - Eth)l+1⁄2

(3)

where hν - Eth is the energy difference between the photodetachment laser and detachment threshold, and l is the angular
momentum of the photoelectron. Clearly, σ is always zero at
threshold and increases rapidly with photon energy only if l is
zero (s-wave scatterers). For all systems with l > 0, σ remains
close to zero for an energy range of several meV above
threshold, thereby preventing the recording of a ZEKE spectrum.
The advantages and limitations of anion ZEKE spectroscopy
are exemplified in Figure 2, which shows the anion photoelectron and ZEKE spectra of Si4-.81,82 Electronic structure calculations predict both the anion and neutral are planar rhombus
structures with D2d symmetry.83 The photoelectron spectrum at
355 nm shows two electronic bands, assigned to transitions to
the X̃1Ag ground state (band X) and Ã3B3u excited state (band
A) of Si4. Each band shows partially resolved vibrational
structure with peak spacing of 360 (X) and 300 cm-1 (A),
assigned in both cases to a progression in the ν2 totally
symmetric bending mode of Si4. The anion ZEKE spectrum of
band A shows considerably better resolution. The main progression in the ν2 mode is fully resolved, and it is apparent that the
spectrum exhibits substantial finer structure in addition to the
main progression. These additional features surrounding each
of the main peaks have been assigned to sequence and
combination bands involving the low-frequency ν3, ν5, and ν6
modes.
What about the ZEKE spectrum of band X? This band does
not appear at all in the ZEKE spectrum, a result that reflects the
limitations imposed by the Wigner threshold law. Si4- has a 2B2g
ground-state with molecular orbital configuration...(ag)2(b1u)2(b2g).
The X̃1Ag and Ã3B3u neutral states are accessed by photodetachment
from the b2g and b1u orbitals, respectively. The selection rules for
photodetachment dictate that detachment from an orbital with
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Figure 2. Comparison of photoelectron spectrum of Si4- at 355 nm (top left, ref 81), ZEKE spectrum of band A (bottom left, ref 82), and SEVI
spectrum of band X (right).

gerade symmetry can only lead to odd partial waves for the
detached electron.84 Hence, photodetachment to the Si4 groundstate will produce a p-wave electron, and, according to eq 3, this
cross section will be very small near the detachment threshold. In
contrast, photodetachment to the Ã3B3u state involves removal of
an ungerade electron and can proceed via s-wave production,
resulting in a measurable ZEKE spectrum.
This issue regarding s-wave detachment is more troublesome
than might appear at first glance. While the symmetry of the
molecular orbital from which detachment occurs dictates
whether s-wave production is allowed,84 it is difficult to tell a
priori how large the partial cross section for s-wave detachment
is for a given species. We thus found that anion ZEKE worked
very well for some classes of anions, including small carbon,85,86
silicon,82,87-89 and germanium90,91 clusters and rare gas/halide
complexes,77,92,93 but many systems that could in principle detach
via s-waves showed no appreciable ZEKE signal. Hence, the
development of a high resolution photodetachment technique
that is not so constrained by eq 3 is highly desirable. One such
method, developed by Cheshnovsky,94 achieves sub-meV resolution by detaching anions further above threshold than in ZEKE
(i.e., a few meV), and only detecting electrons in a narrow
kinetic energy window as the photodetachment laser is tuned.
The idea of achieving high resolution while detaching above
threshold also plays a central role in SEVI, as discussed in the
following section.
C. Anion SEVI. SEVI is, in principle, a simple variant of
photoelectron imaging. In SEVI, mass-selected anions are
photodetached at a set wavelength. The resulting photoelectrons
are collected via velocity-map imaging (VMI) using relatively
low extraction voltages, with the goal of selectively detecting
slow electrons with high efficiency and enlarging their image
on the detector. A series of images is obtained at different
wavelengths, each yielding a high resolution photoelectron
spectrum over a limited range of electron kinetic energy. The
basic ideas is that if the canonical 2% energy resolution of VMI

can be achieved for electrons with 10 meV of kinetic energy,
the absolute energy resolution is 0.2 meV (1.6 cm-1). SEVI
draws upon the photoionization and photodetachment microscopy experiments reported previously by Vrakking,95 Blondel,96,97
and co-workers; those experiments were more concerned with
measuring interference effects associated with extremely slow
electrons, rather than as a means of carrying out high resolution
photoelectron spectroscopy over an extended energy range.
Figure 3 shows the current version of our SEVI instrument.28,98
Anions are generated by expanding an appropriate gas mixture
into the source vacuum chamber through an Even-Lavie pulsed
valve equipped with a circular ionizer. Anions formed in the
gas expansion are extracted into a Wiley-McLaren time-offlight mass spectrometer and directed to the detachment region
by a series of electrostatic lens and pinholes. A 1 µs pulse on
the last ion deflector allowed only the desired mass into the
interaction region. Anions are photodetached between the
repeller and the extraction plates of a three-plate VMI electron
optical stack by the focused output of a Nd:YAG pumped
tunable dye-laser. Repeller voltages typically range from 150
- 350 V. The photoelectron cloud formed is coaxially extracted
down a 50 cm flight tube and mapped onto a detector comprising
a chevron-mounted pair of time-gated, imaging quality microchannel plates coupled to a phosphor screen, as is typically used
in photofragment imaging experiments. Events on the screen
are collected by a 1024 × 1024 Charge-Coupled Device (CCD)
camera and sent to a computer. Electron velocity-mapped images
resulting from 25 000-100 000 laser pulses are summed,
quadrant symmetrized and inverse-Abel transformed.99 Photoelectron spectra are obtained via angular integration of the
transformed images.
In order to obtain circular images at these low extraction
voltages, care must be taken to eliminate stray electric and
magnetic fields in the photodetachment region and free-flight
region. Both are enclosed within two concentric cylinders of
magnetic shielding, the innermost surface of which is coated
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Figure 3. Schematic of SEVI apparatus.

Figure 4. Transformed image of Cl- (inset) showing photodetachment
to Cl(2P3/2) (outer ring) and Cl*(2P1/2) (inner ring). Angular integration
yields photoelectron signal vs pixel position, as shown. Kinetic energies
and linewidths for the two peaks are indicated (ref 98).

with colloidal graphite. The coaxial VMI arrangement is also
important, as it eliminates any effects of the energy spread in
the anion beam on the electron energy resolution.
Figure 4 shows the transformed SEVI image and angular
integration of the photoelectron signal of the atomic chloride
ion at a photodetachment wavelength of 332.9 nm and a repeller
voltage of 350 V.98 The outer and inner rings correspond to
photodetachment to the Cl(2P3/2) ground-state and Cl*(2P1/2)
spin-orbit excited state, respectively. Both rings are about two
pixels wide, but the corresponding energy widths ∆E, given by

∆E
∆r
)2
eKE
r

(4)

are 2.8 and 19 cm-1 for the inner and outer rings, respectively,
as shown in Figure 4. At repeller voltage of 150 V, the rings
are larger and even higher resolution can be obtained; peaks as
narrow as 1.5 cm-1 have been measured for the transition to
the Cl* state, for example. One can also obtain PAD’s from
the images. The inner ring is nearly isotropic (β ) -0.1), as
expected for s-wave detachment near threshold. The outer ring
is more anisotropic with β ) -0.3, indicating that there is an
additional contribution from d-wave detachment further above
the threshold.
The energy resolution of SEVI is comparable to that of anion
ZEKE, but SEVI offers considerable advantages. While a ZEKE
spectrum requires stepping the photodetachment laser at small
energy intervals, typically 0.3-1 cm-1, a complete SEVI spectrum

can be obtained using much larger intervals, typically 100-1000
cm-1, and in favorable cases a single wavelength suffices.
Moreover, in a given SEVI spectrum, the excess energy above
threshold, hV - Eth, is typically much larger than in ZEKE where
one is by necessity within 2-3 cm-1 above the photodetachment
transition of interest. Hence, the photodetachment cross section is
much higher in SEVI. These two effects combine to yield data
collection rates approximately 2 orders of magnitude higher in
SEVI. This difference also means that it is possible to observe
p-wave detachment in SEVI; at photon energies 100-200 cm-1
above threshold, the cross section for p-wave detachment is no
longer negligible. Thus, for example, the SEVI spectrum of band
X can be measured, as shown in Figure 2, where we now observe
an as yet unassigned progression with a peak spacing of 80 cm-1
that was not resolved in previous work.81,100
SEVI does have at least one disadvantage compared to
energy-dispersive photoelectron analysis schemes in that a weak
feature at low eKE can be obscured by a strong feature at high
eKE, because the images from both features cover the same
detector pixels. With sufficiently high signal-to-noise, one should
be able to discern the weaker feature, but the dynamic range of
the spectrometer is still limited. This constraint would disappear
if the methodology of photofragment “slice” imaging101,102 could
be adapted to photoelectron imaging, but so far this has not
proved feasible.
III. Applications of SEVI
The high spectral resolution afforded by SEVI provides the
means to observe underlying structure that was not resolved in
more conventional photoelectron spectroscopy experiments. This
capability is critical in looking at species with numerous lowfrequency vibrational modes, such as metal and semiconductor
clusters, as exemplified in the case of Si4 shown above.
Moreover, at higher resolution, one can unravel vibronic
coupling and other non-Born-Oppenheimer (BO) effects that
often play an important role in the open-shell free radicals and
clusters generated by photodetachment. The elucidation of these
effects is a frontier area in photoelectron spectroscopy of both
anions and neutrals.103,104
Allowed transitions involving progressions in totally symmetric vibrational modes can generally be simulated within the
Franck-Condon (FC) approximation, in which the transition
strength between the anion and neutral vibrational levels
|Ψ-(υ1′′...υn′′)〉 and |Ψ0(υ1′...υn′)〉, respectively, is given by

I ∝ |〈Ψ-(υ1′′....υn′′)|Ψ0(υ1′...υn′) 〉 |2

(5)

The multidimensional FC factor in eq 5 can be evaluated
either by invoking the parallel mode approximation, in which
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Figure 5. SEVI spectrum of CCS-, showing transitions to the four lowest lying electronic states of CCS (ref 115). The lower curves in each panel
were taken at a lower photodetachment energy, resulting in higher resolution over a narrower energy window.

case it breaks up into n one-dimensional FC factors, or allowing
for Duschinsky mixing between modes of the same symmetry.41,105
Any ∆υ transition in a totally symmetric mode is allowed, and
∆υ ) (2, (4, ... transitions in nontotally symmetric modes
are also allowed but tend to be very weak compared to
∆υ ) 0.
However, odd ∆υ transitions in nontotally symmetric modes
can occur only through vibronic coupling effects, i.e. the
breakdown of the Born-Oppenheimer approximation induced
by the nuclear kinetic energy operator.106 These effects include
Renner-Teller (RT), Jahn-Teller (JT), and Herzberg-Teller
(HT) coupling, all of which can introduce nominally forbidden
transitions in photoelectron spectra. For example, in photodetachment transitions to degenerate electronic states, JT coupling
can lead to progressions in degenerate vibrational modes of the
neutral, as seen in the photoelectron spectrum of the C5H5anion, where weak JT coupling in the X̃2E1′′ ground-state of
C5H5 results in a short progression in two of the e2′ degenerate
stretching and bending modes.107,108
HT coupling mixes vibronic levels of the same overall
symmetry nominally associated with two (or more) different
electronic states and explains, for explain, the presence of ∆υ4
) 1 transitions in the ground-state band of the photoelectron
spectrum of NO3-.109 The NO3 radical has a X̃2A2′ ground state,
and the ν4 mode is an in-plane bend with e′ symmetry. The υ4
) 1 level thus has E′ vibronic symmetry, and can mix with
totally symmetric vibrational levels of the B̃2E′ electronic state
of NO3 that lies 1.88 eV above the ground state. This qualitative
picture is supported by theoretical treatments of NO3.110-113 If
allowed transitions to the two neutral electronic states have
different PAD’s, then transitions that acquire intensity through
HT coupling can exhibit the PAD associated with the distant,
vibronically coupled electronic state. Hence, the observation of
a peak in the middle of a band with a different PAD from the
rest of the band is a distinct signature of vibronic coupling, as
seen in the photoelectron spectra of C2H- and BNB-.35,114
A. Probing Vibronic Coupling in Free Radicals with
SEVI. As an example of a fairly simple system, we have
recently applied SEVI to CCO- and CCS-, species for which

both the anion and neutral are linear.115 The resulting spectra
for each anion show transitions from the anion 2Π state to the
neutral X̃3Σ- ground-state and low-lying ã1∆, b̃1Σ+, and Ã3Π
states, in agreement with lower resolution PE spectra of
CCO-.116,117
The four bands for CCS- photodetachment are shown in
Figure 5. The spectra are plotted with respect to electron binding
energy (eBE), the difference between the photon energy and
the electron kinetic energy (eKE):

eBE ) hν - eKE

(6)

The high energy termination point of each spectrum corresponds
to the photon energy with which each image was acquired. The
SEVI spectra are dominated by allowed transitions in the CCO
and CCS stretching modes, and show fine-structure from
spin-orbit splitting in the anion and, for CCS, the neutral Ã3Π
state. There is no evidence for vibronic coupling in CCO, but
in CCS, there is some bending activity in the X̃3Σ- band, and
nominally forbidden bend transitions (peaks B and E) have
PAD’s characteristic of the Ã3Π band, indicative of HerzbergTeller coupling between these states.
The carbon monohydride radicals, C2nH, exemplify the
capabilities of SEVI to probe more complex vibronic coupling
effects. These radicals are of interest in combustion118 and have
been identified in the interstellar medium,119,120 along with some
of the corresponding anions.121,122 Microwave spectra123,124 have
shown that they are linear, at least up to n ) 7. These radicals
are of interest from the perspective of vibronic coupling because
they have close-lying 2Σ+ and 2Π electronic states, whose
spacing and energy-ordering depends on the length of the carbon
chain. The most thoroughly studied member of this series is
C2H, for which the ground-state is X̃2Σ+ and the Ã2Π excitedstate lies about 3700 cm-1 higher,125 but the 2Π state becomes
progressively more stabilized for the longer chains. Both states
are accessible by photodetachment from the C2nH- anion, which
has a linear X̃1Σ+ ground state, by detachment from either a σ
or π molecular orbital, so photoelectron spectroscopy provides
a direct means of determining the location and splitting of the
two neutral states. Indeed, photoelectron spectra126 of the series
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Figure 6. Left panels: PE spectrum of C2H- at 266 nm in top panel, and SEVI spectra of regions I-IV in lower four panels. Right panels: same,
but for C2D- (ref 98).

C2H- to C8H- showed that the 2Σ+ and 2Π states are nearly
degenerate in C4H, with the 2Σ+ state lying slightly lower, but
that the 2Π state is the ground-state for C6H and C8H. These
assignments were made in part based on the observed photoelectron angular distributions, which quite different depending
on the orbital from which detachment occurs; the measured
PAD’s indicate mainly p-wave detachment to the 2Σ+ state and
s-wave detachment to the 2Π state.
We first consider the C2H radical, which exhibits complex
vibronic coupling in its ground-state owing to a conical
intersection between the ground X̃2Σ+(A′) state and the lowlying 2Π(A′) and 2Π(A′′) states.127,128 Along the linear axis, there
is Renner-Teller coupling between the electronic and vibrational
angular momenta of the 2A′ and 2A′′ components of the 2Π state,
while the bend vibration induces pseudo Jahn-Teller (aka
Herzberg-Teller) coupling between the 2Σ+ state and the 2A′
component of the 2Π state. The resulting breakdown of the
Born-Oppenheimer approximation complicates vibrational assignments of the C2H radical, and poses a challenge to both
theory and experiment.
Much of our understanding of these effects in C2H has come
from rotationally resolved IR spectroscopy,125,129 but PE spectroscopy of C2H- has provided additional and complementary
information. Ervin et al.35 measured the first photoelectron
spectra of C2H- and C2D- at a photon energy of 3.52 eV. They
observed a spectrum dominated by the X̃2Σ+-X̃1Σ+ 0-0 origin
band, indicating a small geometry change between the anion
and the radical ground state. The PE spectrum exhibited
numerous transitions involving the bending (υ2) and the C-C
stretching (υ3) modes. The observation of odd ∆υ2 transitions
with a different PAD than the allowed transitions in this band
implied HT coupling with the Ã2Π state.
In the higher energy PE spectra (4.66 eV) of C2H- and C2Dreported by Taylor et al.,126 strong transitions were observed in
the region of the Ã2Π state origin, where overlapped transitions
to the X̃2Σ+ and Ã2Π states were expected. Assignments were
made based on previous experiments and the photoelectron
angular distributions, based on the reasoning that transitions to
neutral levels with dominant Ã2Π state character would show
different angular distributions than those primarily associated
with the X̃2Σ+ state. Nonetheless, some of the assignments were

problematic. Hence, SEVI spectra at higher resolution were
needed to determine the extent to which overlapping transitions
contributed to the PE spectrum, and to obtain improved
assignments.
Figure 6 shows the PE spectra of C2H- and C2D- measured
by Taylor et al. in the top panels, while the lower panels show
SEVI spectra of selected regions of the PE spectra.98 The SEVI
spectra indeed show that nearly all features in the PE spectra
comprise multiple transitions, and that most of these transitions
can be assigned by comparison to prior experiment or theory128
(solid and dashed lines, respectively). Region III is the most
interesting, since it is where the origin of the Ã2Π state is
expected. The two peaks in this region of the C2H- PE spectra
split into six features in the SEVI spectrum. These features are
assigned to transitions from the anion ground-state to neutral
states that are admixtures of the ground vibrational level of the
Ã2Π state, the Ã(000) level, with various vibrational levels of
the X̃2Σ+with odd numbers of quanta in the υ2 bending mode.
The states comprising each admixture have overall Π vibronic
symmetry. In the absence of vibronic coupling, there would be
a single feature corresponding to a transition to the Ã(000) state,
but vibronic coupling spreads the oscillator strength for the
transition over several nearby levels with the same vibronic
symmetry. For C2D-, the SEVI spectrum of region III is
considerably simpler, reflecting reduced vibronic coupling in
the C2D radical;125,130 feature K has considerably more Ã(000)
character than any of the nearby peaks and consequently
dominates the SEVI spectrum.
SEVI spectra of C4H- are presented in Figure 7.131 In this
figure, one observes that as the laser frequency is lowered, fewer
features are observed but the resolution improves, as expected
based on eq 4. Five well-separated bands are present, corresponding to the partially resolved features in the previously
recorded PE spectra.126 The higher resolution spectra in reveal
that several of the bands are doublets with splittings ranging
from 15-35 cm-1, and there are several additional minor peaks
as well.
PAD’s for closely spaced features are markedly different, as
can be seen directly from the photoelectron image in Figure 7,
the SEVI image corresponding to the bottom photoelectron
spectrum. The two rings corresponding to features B and C are
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Figure 7. Left: SEVI spectra of C4H- at various photon energies. Right: SEVI image of C4H- corresponding to bottom spectrum (ref 131).

clearly distinguished, and while C is isotropic, B is strongly
peaked along the direction of laser polarization. Peaks A, B,
and D exhibit PAD’s characteristic of p-wave scattering, while
the remaining main features in the spectrum, peaks C, E, F, G,
and H, exhibit s-wave PAD’s. The nature of the photoelectron
partial waves is also consistent with the dependence of peak
intensities upon photon energy. According to eq 3, transitions
dominated by p-wave detachment will drop more quickly than
those dominated by s-wave detachment as the photon energy is
lowered, and that is exactly what is seen in Figure 7.
It thus appears that the SEVI spectrum comprises two
overlapping transitions to two different electronic states of C4H,
a result consistent with past theoretical132,133 and experimental126
work indicating that the 2Σ+ and 2Π are very close to one
another. Based on the PAD’s, peaks A and C are assigned to
the vibrational origins of the X̃2Σ+and Ã2Π states, respectively,
yielding a splitting of only 26 meV (213 cm-1) between the
states. This splitting is close to the most recent calculated value,
35 meV,134 and represents an improvement over the previously
reported value of 468 cm-1 inferred from our lower resolution
PE spectrum126 where it was more difficult to identify the band
origins.
Similarly, peaks B and D are assigned to transitions within
the X̃2Σ+ manifold, while the remaining peaks are assigned to
transitions within the Ã2Π manifold. Peak spacings in the
vibrational progressions are around 200 cm-1, which is too low
to be anything other than a bending mode of C4H, and all
observed features can be assigned to transitions in the degenerate
ν6 and ν7 bending modes are based primarily on comparison to
electronic structure calculations. However, the presence, let
alone the dominance, of activity in the bending modes is unusual
considering that the anion and both neutral states are linear.
We therefore must consider effects from HT coupling, which
mixes close-lying levels of the same vibronic symmetry that
are nominally associated with different electronic states. Thus,
odd levels of bend modes of the X̃2Σ+ state, with overall Π
vibronic symmetry, mix with even levels of bend modes of the
Ã2Π state with the same vibronic symmetry, and transitions
from the anion ground-state to these levels become allowed.
Similarly, odd bending levels of the˜Ã2Π state with Σ+
symmetry mix with Σ+ levels of the X̃2Σ+ state and become
accessible to detachment from the anion ground state. The SEVI
spectra, which show strong odd ∆ν transitions in the bending

modes of both the X̃2Σ+ and Ã2Π states, can be explained within
the context of this type of coupling, and given that the electronic
state splitting is comparable to the frequency of the relevant
vibrational modes, strong HT coupling is certainly expected in
C4H.
Other examples in which SEVI has been used to probe
vibronic coupling include studies of the propynyl anion,
H3CCC-,135 and the methoxide136 and ethoxide anions. The
SEVI spectrum of H3CCC- provides a reasonably high resolution probe of vibronic structure in the propynyl radical, H3CCC.
The propynyl radical is a higher energy isomer of the propargyl
radical, H2CCCH; recent calculations place it about 40 kcal/
mol above propargyl.137,138 Thus, while many experimental
studies of propargyl have been reported,139 propynyl has been
quite difficult to isolate and study spectroscopically; its only
prior experimental characterization came from the anion PE
spectrum measured by Robinson et al.140 Propynyl has C3V
symmetry and electronic structure calculations have indicated
it has a X̃2A1 ground-state and a low-lying Ã2E excited state.141
Thus, transitions from the anion to X̃ state vibrational levels
with e symmetry can only occur via vibronic coupling with the
Ã2E state.
The SEVI spectrum of H3CCC- is shown in the lower two
panels of Figure 8,135 along with the previously measured
photoelectron spectrum140 in the top panel. Peak A, the dominant
spectral feature, is the band origin of the transition to the X̃2A1
state. High resolution scans of this feature (inset, bottom panel)
show a partially resolved triplet of peaks spaced by 5-6 cm-1
that are assigned to rotational contours associated with parallel
(∆K ) 0) and perpendicular (∆K ) (1) transitions. The much
smaller features to the left of peak A are assigned to sequence
bands in the low frequency degenerate C-C-C bend mode (the
ν8 mode), while nearly all the remain features to the right of
peak A can be assigned to transitions to totally symmetric
vibrational levels of the X̃2A1 state, with the exception of the
weak peak I, which is attributed to the vibrational origin of the
Ã2E state. No vibronic coupling needs to be invoked to explain
the spectrum. The absence of observable coupling is somewhat
surprising, given the proximity of the two electronic states, but
may reflect the low photodetachment cross section to the Ã2E
state, in which case “intensity-borrowing” will not provide much
enhancement of nominally forbidden transitions within the X̃2A1
sate manifold.
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Figure 8. Comparison of photoelectron spectrum (top) of propynyl
anion (H3CCC-) from ref 140 and SEVI spectra (ref 135;) in bottom
two panels. Panel III was taken at a photodetachment energy closer to
the band origin (peak A) to obtain higher resolution. The inset in panel
III was taken just above the band origin and shows partially resolved
rotational contours.

The methoxy (CH3O) and ethoxy (C2H5O) radicals are
particularly interesting species from the perspective of probing
vibronic coupling via various photodetachment spectroscopies.
The CH3O radical has C3v symmetry. Its X̃2E ground state, with
a half-filled p-orbital on the O atom, has been a model system
for exploring the effects of Jahn-Teller coupling through a
combination of laser-induced fluorescence,142-145 dispersed
fluorescence,146-148 stimulated emission pumping,149,150 photoelectron spectroscopy,151-153 photodissociation,154,155 and several
theoretical studies.156-159 The effects of Jahn-Teller coupling
in CH3O are particularly pronounced in the photoelectron
spectrum152,153 CH3O-. These spectra, all of which involve
photodetachment to the X̃2E state of CH3O, show various
degrees of vibrational and spin-orbit fine structure, depending
on their resolution, but they are unusual in that they are
dominated by progressions in the ν5 and ν6 e′ degenerate
vibrational modes, a clear manifestation of Jahn-Teller coupling
in the methoxy ground state. The SEVI spectrum160 of CH3Oresolves these progressions more clearly, as well as spin-orbit
fine structure and additional weak vibrational features. Most of
the features in the PE and SEVI spectra can be assigned, even
if simulation of the spectral intensities is still problematic.
The ethoxy radical presents a more challenging scenario.
C2H5O also has an unpaired electron on the O atom, but owing
to its lower (Cs) symmetry, the degeneracy seen in CH3O is
removed, leading to a ground X̃2A′′ state and low-lying Ã2A′
state.161,162 The anion PE spectrum measured by Ramond et
al.,153 shown in the left panel of Figure 9, shows that the X̃2A′′
and Ã2A′ states are separated by only 355 cm-1; the band origins
for the two states, peaks a and b, respectively, were identified
through their very different PAD’s. The remainder of the
spectrum is quite congested, however, as it comprises overlapped
transitions to the two electronic states. The PAD’s were used
to attribute these features to one state or the other, but only a
single vibrational progression in the ground-state with a
frequency of 1295 cm-1 could be assigned (lower left panel,
Figure 9). The ethoxy radical and anion photoelectron spectrum
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have been considered in theoretical treatments by Yarkony and
co-workers,163,164 in which they constructed coupled diabatic
states for the two ethoxy states and simulated the photoelectron
spectrum. This problem is complicated by a low-lying conical
intersection and strong vibronic coupling between the two states;
as a result, the energy levels have significant electronic character
from both electronic states and their positions are strongly
perturbed from a simple harmonic analysis.
Given the considerable effort already expended in analyzing
a congested spectrum with partially resolved features, it seemed
appropriate to measure a SEVI spectrum of C2H5O- in order to
see what new features might be resolved at higher resolution.
Preliminary results are shown in the right panel of Figure 9,
where we show several scans at increasingly lower photon
energies, thereby obtaining progressively narrower energy
windows and shifting the region of highest energy resolution
toward the band origins. Even the lowest resolution scan is a
considerable improvement over the PE spectrum, and the
remaining spectra show several new features, including a peak
between the band origins and a splitting of peak a, the X̃2A′′
origin, into a doublet spaced by 63 cm-1. These higher resolution
spectra will provide a more rigorous test of the theoretical
models developed to interpret the data.
B. Probing Prereactive van der Waals Complexes with
SEVI. Anion photodetachment has been used in our laboratory
and elsewhere to probe transition states for bimolecular and
unimolecular reactions.21,165-168 In these experiments, if a
negative ion has good geometric overlap with a reactive
transition state, then photodetachment of the anion will access
the neutral transition state. Although the transition state is
typically short-lived with respect to dissociation to reactants or
products,20 the photoelectron spectrum of the anion in question
can yield resolved vibrational structure associated with vibrational motion at the transition state that is perpendicular to the
reaction coordinate. As an example, photodetachment of the
FH2- anion accesses the transition state of the benchmark F +
H2 reaction,169 yielding resolved progressions in the F-H-H
bend and H-H stretch, and thus providing a detailed probe of
the potential energy surface in the vicinity of the transition
state.170
A useful variation of this experiment is when the anion
equilibrium geometry does not match the transition state but
instead overlaps the shallow van der Waals minimum in either
the reactant or product valley of the reaction in question. For
example, the ClH2- anion has good geometric overlap with the
Cl · · · H2 van der Waals complex in the reactant valley for the
reaction Cl + H2 f HCl + H.171,172 Hence, photodetachment
of ClH2- can, in principle, yield the energy levels of the weakly
bound Cl · H2 complex, providing new insights into a reaction
that has played an important role the development of chemical
kinetics and dynamics.173,174 Photodetachment experiments of
this type complement infrared studies of “pre-reactive” van der
Waals complexes carried out by Lester and co-workers.175,176
There are two reasons why the photodetachment of ClH2is of particular interest. First, a study of the Cl + HD reaction
by Skouteris et al.177 provided experimental evidence that
the weak van der Waals (vdW) forces in the reactant valley
have a significant effect on the branching ratio of the HCl:
DCl product as a function of collision energy. These results
suggest that spectroscopic study of the prereactive Cl · · · H2
complex would provide new insights into how weak vdW
interactions affect chemical reactivity. Moreover, such an
experiment addresses an ongoing controversy in chemical
dynamics concerning the relative reactivities of Cl(2P3/2) and
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Figure 9. Left: Photoelectron spectra of ethoxide anion from ref 153. Top panel shows results at two different laser polarization angles. Peaks a
and b are origins of X̃2A′′ and Ã2A′ states, respectively. Bottom panel shows “magic angle” spectrum and simulations of transitions to X̃ and Ã
states. Right: SEVI spectra of ethoxide at several photon energies, showing new peaks as the resolution around the two origin peaks is increased.

Figure 10. Schematic of adiabatic potential energy curves for Cl- +
H2 and Cl + H2, indicating evolution of Cl · · · H2 hindered rotor levels
to H2 free rotations and the Cl · · · H2 van der Waals stretch levels
supported by each curve. Note that Cl* + H2 correlates to electronically
excited HCl + H products.

Cl*(2P1/2) with H2. As shown in Figure 10, the interaction of
Cl and Cl* with H2 (1Σg+) gives rise to three adiabatic
electronic PES’s, labeled 2Σ1/2, 2Π3/2, and 2Π1/2, in linear
geometries. In the adiabatic limit, only Cl(2P3/2) atoms that
approach H2 on the 2Σ1/2 PES react to form ground-state
products. Experience shows that the Born-Oppenheimer
(BO) approximation will govern chemical reactions, so that
the electronically adiabatic pathway should always dominate.
However, experiments by Liu and co-workers178 indicated
that the Cl* state was more reactive than Cl over a wide
range of collision energies, a result that disagrees with the
BO approximation and with state-of-the-art scattering calculations by Alexander et al.179 in which nonadiabatic
couplings between the reactant spin-orbit states were
included. The experimental results thus imply unusually large
nonadiabatic effects which, if present, will be strongest in
the region of the neutral surface probed by photodetachment
of ClH2-, where the interaction between the 2Σ and 2Π states
is comparable to the spin-orbit splitting.180 The photode-

tachment experiment can therefore probe these effects
spectroscopically.
Photoelectron spectra of ClH2- and ClD2- obtained using a
conventional negative ion time-of-flight photoelectron spectrometer have been reported previously.181 They exhibited
features associated with the spin-orbit splitting in the Cl · · · H2
complex, but no additional structure was resolved because of
the limited resolution, around 8-10 meV. Subsequent theoretical
work by Alexander and Manolopoulos180 demonstrated that the
ClH2- anion wave function has a good FC overlap with the
vibrational and hindered rotor states of the neutral Cl · · · H2 van
der Waals complex. In addition, they predicted that with an
energy resolution of 1 meV, several features associated with
bound and resonance states of this prereactive complex could
be resolved. Hence, the higher resolution offered by SEVI was
brought to bear on this system.182
Figure 11 shows SEVI spectra in the regions of the two
spin-orbit states of the Cl · · · H2 and Cl · · · D2 complexes. There
is considerable structure seen in all four panels that can readily
be assigned by comparison with simulations using high quality
anion and neutral potential energy surfaces. In the Cl(2P3/2) · · · H2
spectrum, the observed peaks are associated with the hindered
H2(j ) 0 and 1) rotor states of the weakly bound Cl · · · H2
complex on the ground 2Σ1/2 electronic PES. One quantum of
excitation in the Cl · · · H2 van der Waals stretching vibration
(νs) is also observed at 30 cm- 1 above the (j ) 1, νs)0) level.
The Cl(2P3/2) · · · D2 shows two identifiable progressions: the
observed transitions are assigned to hindered D2 rotor modes (j
) 0, 1, 2) on the 2Σ1/2 ground electronic state, with a Cl · · · D2
stretching vibration resolved for the j ) 1 and 2 levels.
The experimental results in Figure 11 are compared to two
sets of simulations: one in which the Born-Oppenheimer
approximation is assumed and one in which the nonadiabatic
interactions between the Cl/Cl* + H2 surfaces are included.183
Although the electronically adiabatic simulations are in
reasonable agreement with most features in the measured
spectra, there are some clear differences (on the order of 10
cm- 1) between several of predicted peak positions and those
observed experimentally. The nonadiabatic simulations are
only slightly different but result in better agreement with
experiment. The most noticeable difference between the two
simulations is the reduction, when the nonadiabatic coupling
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Figure 11. SEVI spectra of ClH2- (left) and ClD2- (right). Top panels are transitions to Cl(2P3/2) · · · H2 and Cl(2P3/2) · · · D2, bottom panels are
transitions to Cl(2P1/2) · · · H2 and Cl(2P1/2) · · · D2. Spectral assignments are indicated. Results from adiabatic (dashed blue) and nonadiabatic (solid
red) simulations are also shown.

Figure 12. SEVI spectra of Cl-(CH4). Top panels, left and right, show transitions to Cl(2P3/2) · · · CH4 and Cl(2P1/2) · · · CH4, respectively, while
bottom panel shows Cl(2P3/2) · · · CD4 band.

is retained, of the splitting between the bend-stretch levels
associated with the 2Σ1/2 and 2Π1/2 states. For example, in
the ClH2 spectra, the splitting between the (j ) 1, νs ) 0)
levels associated with these two states is reduced from 902
to 888 cm- 1, in excellent agreement with the value of 887
cm- 1 found experimentally. Similarly, in ClD2, the spacing
between the (j ) 0, Vs ) 0) levels is reduced from 908 to
900 cm- 1 which exactly matches the experimental spectra.

These reductions can be explained in terms of small changes
in the shapes of the adiabatic-bender potentials induced by
the spin-orbit, Coriolis and electrostatic couplings, and the
resulting changes in the energies of the bend-stretch van
der Waals levels in the two electronic states.
The comparison between experimental and calculated
spectra in Figure 11 leads to two important conclusions
regarding the Cl + H2 reaction. First, the level of agreement
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of both sets of simulations with the experimental spectra
validates the accuracy of the reactant potential energy
surfaces in the region of the van der Waals well in the
reactant valley. This validation is important because the weak
interactions that give rise to this well play a decisive role in
determining the product branching ratio of the Cl + HD
reaction. Second, these results demonstrate for the first time
that the effect of non-Born-Oppenheimer couplings in the
prereactive region have been correctly evaluated in the
theoretical simulation, to nearly spectroscopic (1 cm-1)
accuracy. Calculations at this same level of theory predict
nonadiabatic effects in the reaction to be small; the SEVI
experiments support this conclusion and suggest a reexamination of the experimental results claiming high
reactivity of Cl*.
We have recently performed an analogous experiment on a
related polyatomic system, using SEVI of Cl-(CH4) to probe
the Cl · · · CH4 prereactive vdW complex for the Cl + CH4
reaction. The Cl + CH4 reaction has evolved into a benchmark
polyatomic chemical reaction over the last several years that is
accessible to detailed experimental and theoretical analysis.70
The Cl + CH4 reaction is important in atmospheric ozone
chemistry as it controls the Cl/HCl balance in the stratosphere.184
This reaction has been studied in several laboratories as a model
for mode-specific chemistry,185-189 in which the effect of exciting
specific vibrational modes of the CH4 reactant on the reaction
cross section has been investigated and compared to the effect
of reactant translational energy.
The anion structure for Cl-(CH4) has been investigated by
Bieske and co-workers190,191 through a combination of infrared
spectroscopy and electronic structure calculations. It is found
to have a C3ν structure with a linear X-H-C bond in which
the Cl- is bound to the vertex of the CH4 tetrahedron. The
calculated Cl-C bond length in the anion is 3.704 Å. Based on
these results, photodetachment of Cl-(CH4) should access the
prereactive vdW region for the Cl + CH4 reaction.
We have recently obtained SEVI spectra of Cl-(CH4) and
Cl-(CD4), shown in Figure 12, that show extensive, lowfrequency structure. Using the measured association enthalpy
of 3.8 kcal/mol for Cl-(CH4),192 and the electron affinity of Cl,
we can show that all the vibrational structure in the Cl-(CH4)
SEVI spectrum lies below the Cl + CH4 asymptote, i.e. it
corresponds to bound Cl · · · CH4 states. By analogy to ClH2-,182
we would expect the Cl-(CH4) spectrum to comprise progressions in at least two vibrational modes of the neutral Cl · · · CH4
complex: hindered rotor motion of the CH4 and the Cl · · · CH4
van der Waals stretch. The low-frequency structure is not readily
assignable, but the peak spacings are clearly smaller in the
Cl(2P3/2) · · · CD4 band (bottom panel) than in the Cl(2P3/2) · · · CH4
band. This large isotope effect suggests that there is considerable
activity in the hindered rotation of the methane moiety in the
spectra.
The low frequency structure in the SEVI spectra reflects
the rather complex topology of the reactant Cl + CH4 reactant
valley. In contrast to Cl + H2, there are three viable minimum
energy geometries for van der Waals mimina in the Cl +
CH4 entrance valley with the Cl bound to the vertex, the
edge, or the face of the tetrahedron defined by the CH4
molecule. The first and third bonding motifs have C3V
symmetry while the second has C2V symmetry. Calculations
of this region of the Cl + CH4 surface appear to be quite
sensitive to the method used: one calculation finds the edge
and face structures to be minima, with binding energies of
276 and 348 cm-1, respectively, with a saddle point at the
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vertex,193 while another finds more weakly bound minima
(∼100 cm-1) at the vertex and face geometries.194 The SEVI
spectra represent the projection of the anion wave function
onto the large-amplitude vibrations supported on the neutral
surface and can, in principle, distinguish among the possible
topologies suggested by the electronic structure calculations.
This process will require high level, multidimensional
simulations on model potential energy surfaces for the anion
and neutral. Efforts are currently underway to collaborate
with theory groups in order to carry out these calculations.
IV. Summary and Outlook
The combination of high resolution and versatility offered
by SEVI suggests that it will become a powerful new tool in
probing reactive free radicals, open-shell complexes, clusters,
and transition states by negative ion photodetachment. The
results presented in this paper represent the “tip of the iceberg”;
studies of many more systems are currently underway in our
laboratory.
However, the enhanced capabilities of SEVI compared to
more established photoelectron spectroscopic methods bring
about a new set of challenges. The low-frequency structure
resolved in the SEVI spectra represents large-amplitude, anharmonic nuclear motion that is considerably more difficult to
analyze than the high-frequency, nearly harmonic vibrational
structure that typically dominates photoelectron spectra, even
if only single Born-Oppenheimer potential energy surfaces are
involved. The presence of vibronic coupling introduces further
complications. The recently measured SEVI spectrum of C3His an example of the complexity that can arise.195 We observed
an irregular set of transitions from the ã3A′′ bent state of the
anion to the quasi-linear X̃2Π state of C3H (both species have
slightly lower-lying cyclic isomers). The bent anion state has a
relatively low barrier to linearity, around 500 cm-1,196 and the
neutral Ã2Π state exhibits strong Renner-Teller coupling.197
Simulation of this spectrum thus requires accounting for the
combination of large-amplitude bending motion in the anion
with vibronic coupling in the neutral and presents a real
challenge Efficient methods for calculating both energy levels
and wave functions for both the anion and neutral are needed,
and the development of these will be greatly facilitated by close
collaboration with theory.
On the experimental side, the resolution of SEVI is sufficiently high that it is often in practice limited by the
temperature of the anion beam. The free jet source used in the
current configuration of our instrument can often achieve ion
temperatures below 100 K, but more efficient and systematic
cooling schemes would be desirable. There have been significant
advances in recent years in trapping and cooling ions to
considerably lower temperatures using radio frequency techniques.198-200 The incorporation of this capability into a SEVI
experiment would produce significant benefits.
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